
Local Mittmedia takes 
the lead on live news 

video in Sweden



The Live video hub at Mittmedia 
is nominated
The Live video hub is a unique concept in terms of live video, a concept which 
provides strength, flexibility and reliable content delivery for smaller news 
organizations in breaking news situations.

The hub facilitates the smaller newsroom and the local reporters so they can meet 
the audience’s new habits and requirements for fast, digital news. As well as giving 
them a possibility to broadcast news in a way that only large networks could before.
The Live video hub is formed by two stationary units, that contains master control 
rooms and two broadcast studios. The crew consists of six co-workers, all operating 
as anchors/producers, as well as facilitators in ad hoc situations, towards the 550 
journalists working in MittMedia. 
The hub was created in january 2016 and the endeavor has provided the company 
with completely new possibilities and tremendous results within the expansion of 
using live video content in local media.

Prior to the hub, the broadcasts went directly on air (on the website) without 
possibilities to create graphics, provide technical support or add other elements 
and visuals. One actually had no contact with the newsroom during the broadcast, 
which created complications regarding the legal pitfalls of publishing. The only way 
of avoiding transmitting inappropriate incidents was to shut down the broadcast.
No way near all broadcasts were executed and actually half of the transmissions 
(50 procent) was a failure, often due to technical issues. In those cases where 
broadcasting was successful, the quality of the content was far from constant and 
usually poor in terms of diversification.



For MittMedia, with its 28 local newspapers – all in different regions in Sweden and 
all with different preconditions – this led to a difficulty when facing the customers 
need for live coverage on ad hoc basis and implementing video in breaking news-
situations.
 
Meanwhile, the audience is certain of what it wants.
The consumption of video is constantly increasing and the pursuit of implementing 
video in breaking news-situations is of the highest interest. Therefore, during 2015, 
MIttMedia initiated a project with the purpose of mapping out the conditions for 
thinking outside the box when it comes to  broadcasting live video.
Half a year later the solution was a fact:
The Live video hub. For strength, reliable content delivery and rapid broadcasting. 

Today the live news transmissions goes from the field to the hub, where the 
coaching takes place. Also, the broadcast is enforced with a news anchor and the 
possibility to enhance the transmission with graphics, maps, visuals and phone 
interviews. The broadcasts are supervised and can be controlled by a producer and 
the publisher has a possibility to make decisions during the transmission.

Jonatan Svedgård is a live video producer and he has worked in the hub since the 
beginning, january 2016:

“Our job is to, in real-time, always expose the talk of the 
town from each one of our regions. It can be shorter live 
news broadcasts, live-sports or other planned broadcasts. 
Our reporters can focus on telling the story as we focus 
on the complete package of the real-time coverage that 
today’s audience demands. But the main aim for the local 
reporter is – as always – to find the local news story”, he says.

The result is groundbreaking.
All of the 550 reporters in MittMedia are trained to broadcast 

live - both in breaking news situations and planned broad-
casts -  and can 

therefore, with the aid of the hub, transmit with a range of 
different broadcasting tools. Among others; the app and 
the live video tool Bambuser Iris Reporter.
During 2016 MIttMedia had over one million live video 
streams.
Even more viewers watched the recorded replay material 

after the broadcasts, due to reruns and the packaging of 
the material, according to the 10/90 model. 



The Live video hub has contributed to an increased focus on online video within 
the entire company. During 2015-2016 the number of started online video-streams 
increased with 61 percent, from 17.7 million to 28.5.
The strength of the Live video hub has been extra obvious in broadcasts from 
larger sports events and in the breaking news situations, when several teams has 
provided the customers with rapid news coverage. For example, the case when a 
married couple, in the region of Hälsingland, was murdered in their vacation home 
the day before christmas eve, or when the complete coastline 
of Norrland was 
incapacitated due to black ice, as well as when a 
water leak contaminated the entire city of Gävle 
for days on end.
The viewers of MittMedia has also been 
able to watch unique broadcasts such as 
the coverage of the elk-hunting season or 
the live-view from the crowd in the midst 
of the supporter stand during ice hockey 
playoffs. 
 
The number of live-broadcasts supported 
by the Live video hub are constantly increa-
sing and the average is around 20 per week at 
the moment. 
The quality on our live video is higher, the 
content better and the most revolutionary fact is that 
the number of failed transmissions are below one percent. 
Due to the live video hub, MittMedia are on the same rapid level as the larger 
networks, with only one difference 
– we are able to be where the action is.
We are standing in the forefront of the modern media business, due to our way of 
operating, and for future broadcasts we 
believe that the only limit is our imagination.

Here are quotes from some of our 
production managers regarding the live video hub and the 
importance of the hub for the news service and 
the coworkers in the field:

“In addition to increasing our possibilities of direct and professional news coverage, 
the hub has also made a great difference when it comes to our in-house expansion. 
Our reporters are more confident than ever when broadcasting live video.”

Julia Östlund, arbetarbladet.se



“By implementing the Live video hub MittMedia has set new standards for how the 
viewers take part of the local news. With the latest techniques, the best journalists 
and the strongest local presence we are unbeatable when push comes to shove.”

Erik Sjölander, allehanda.se, st.nu

“The Live video hub has been a great resource for us during the heavier news 
overages. Thanks to the hub we have the courage to broadcast live more often and 
our reporters can feel safe both technically and in terms of quality. The crew at the 
hub are extremely professional, therefore I’d say that the standard on our 
broadcasts has increased with a few hundred precent.” 

Andreas Karlström, gd.se

“As a result of the Live video hub, Mittmedia has given its audience a possibility to 
be where the action is. Closer to 550 journalists can rely on the Live video hub and 
its crew’s great technical competence when it comes to broadcasting the most 
relevant news coverage in real time.”

Fredrika Hillervik, dt.se, dalademokraten.se, avestatidning.com

“For the longest time we have tried to find the keys to increase the quality and 
transmission insurance to our live video production. MittMedias’ live video-hub is 
exactly the tool we have been missing. It gives us amazing possibilities to deliver 
rapid and proffesional local news from the exact position where the action actually 
happens.”

Pierre Bokvist, na.se



This is how a broadcast via the Live video hub is done:

1.  The local newsdesk makes a decision to broadcast live video.
2. The local newsdesk alert the hub through the in house communications tool 
 Slack and sends the reporter out in the field.
3.  The hub handels the order and creates a transmission-code, which is sent to 
 the local newsdesk.
4. The dialog between the newsdesk and the hub is lifted to the local newsrooms’ 
 private channel in Slack. 
5. One of the producers starts a phone conference, which all participators of the 
 broadcast joins as soon as possible.
6. A local responsible party of the broadcast is chosen and he/she fills out a 
 standard form listing things like content and participants of the broadcast.
7. The producer starts the transmission. The anchor starts the broadcast by 
 introducing the matter online and then connects the broadcast to the team in 
 the field as quickly as possible.
8. The producer informs the hub when the transmission is to be concluded.
9. The hub concludes and sends a rerun to the local newsdesk 
10. Post-production and packaging of the material is initiated by the newsdesk.



Video presentation of how the Live video hub worked during 2016:

http://pod.mittmedia.se/mm_misc_files/st/navet-showreel-grandfinale.mp4


